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Abstract 

 

The rapidly developing theory of complex networks indicates that real networks are not 

random, but have a highly robust large-scale architecture, governed by strict 

organizational principles. Here, we focus on the properties of biological networks, 

discussing their scale-free and hierarchical features. We illustrate the major network 

characteristics using examples from the metabolic network of the bacterium Escherichia 

coli. We also discuss the principles of network utilization, acknowledging that the 

interactions in a real network have unequal strengths. We study the interplay between 

topology and reaction fluxes provided by flux-balance analysis. We find that the cellular 

utilization of the metabolic network is both globally and locally highly inhomogeneous, 

dominated by "hot-spots", representing connected high-flux pathways. 
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Introduction 

The tremendous progress in the natural sciences we witnessed in the last century was 

based on the reductionist approach, allowing us to predict the behavior of a system from 

the understanding of its (often identical) elementary constituents and their individual 

interactions. However, our ability to understand simple fundamental laws governing 

individual “building blocks” is a far cry from being able to predict the overall behavior of 

a complex system (Anderson, 1972). Additionally, the building blocks of most complex 

systems, and hence the nature of their interactions, vary dramatically, rendering the 

traditional approaches obsolete. During the last few years, network approaches have 

shown great promise as a new tool to analyze and understand complex systems (Strogatz, 

2001; Albert, 2002; Dorogovtsev, 2003; Bornholdt, 2003). For example, technological 

information systems like the internet and the world-wide web are naturally modeled as 

networks, where the nodes are routers (Faloutsos, 1999; Vázquez, 2002) or web-pages 

(Albert, 1999; Lawrence, 1999; Broder, 2000) and the links are physical wires or URL’s 

respectively. The analysis of societies also lends itself naturally to a network description, 

with people as nodes and the connections between the nodes as friendships (Milgram, 

1967), collaborations (Kochen, 1989; Wasserman, 1994),  sexual contacts (Liljeros, 

2001) or co-authorship of scientific papers (Redner, 1998; Newman, 2001) to name a few 

possibilities. It seems that the closer we look at the world surrounding us, the more we 

realize that we are hopelessly entangled in myriads of interacting webs, and to describe 

them we need to understand the architecture of the various networks nature and 

technology offers us. 

 

In biology, networks appear in many disparate systems, ranging from food webs in 

ecology to biochemical interactions in molecular biology. In particular in the cell the 

variety of interactions between genes, proteins and metabolites are well captured by 

networks. During the last decade, genomics has unleashed a downright flood of 

molecular interaction data. The nascent field of transcriptomics and proteomics have 

followed suit with analysis of protein levels under various conditions and genome wide 

analysis of gene expression at the mRNA level (Pandey, 2000; Caron, 2001; Burge, 

2001). Thus, protein-protein interaction maps have been generated for a variety of 
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organisms including viruses (Flajolet, 2000), prokaryotes like H. pylori (Rain, 2001) and 

eukaryotes like S.  cerevisiae (Ito, 2000; Ito 2001; Schwikowski 2000; Uetz 2000; Gavin 

2002, Ho, 2002, Jeong, 2001) and C. elegans (Walhout, 2000).  In this chapter we will 

discuss recent results and developments in the study and characterization of naturally 

occurring networks, with focus on cellular ones.  

 

 

Power laws in network topology 

 

The complex network representation of different systems as networks has revealed 

surprising similarities, many of which are intimately tied to power laws. The simplest 

network measure is the average number of nearest neighbors of a node, or the average 

degree k . However, this is a rather crude property, and to gain further insight into the 

topological organization of real networks, we need to determine the variation in the 

nearest neighbors, given by the degree distribution )(kP . For a surprisingly large number 

of networks, this degree distribution is best characterized by the power law functional 

form (Barabási, 1999) (Fig.1a), 

 α−kkP ~)(  . (1) 

Important examples include the metabolic network of 43 organisms (Jeong, 2000), the 

protein interaction network of S. cerevisiae (Jeong, 2001) and various food webs 

(Montoya, 2002). If the degree distribution instead was single-peaked (e.g. Poisson or 

Gaussian) as in Fig. 1b, the majority of the nodes would be well described by the average 

degree, and hence the notion of a “typical” node. In contrast for networks with a power-

law degree distribution, the majority of the nodes have only one or two neighbors while 

coexisting with many nodes with hundreds and some even with thousands of neighbors. 

For these networks there exists no typical node, and they are therefore often referred to as 

“scale-free”. 
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The clustering of a node, the degree to which the neighborhood of a node resembles a 

complete subgraph, is another measure which sheds light on the structural organization of 

a network (Watts, 1998).  For a node i with degree ik  the clustering is defined as 

 
)1(

2
−

=
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i
i kk

n
C ,  (2) 

representing the ratio of the number of actual connections between the neighbors of node 

i to the number of possible connections. For a node which is part of a fully interlinked 

cluster 1=iC , while 0=iC  for a node which acts as a bridge between different clusters.  

Accordingly, the overall clustering coefficient of a network with N nodes is given 

by ∑= NCC i / , and represents a measure of a network’s potential modularity. By 

studying the clustering of nodes with a given degree k, information about the actual 

modular organization of a network can be gleaned (Ravasz 2002; Ravasz 2003; 

Dorogovtsev, 2002; Vázquez, 2002):  For all metabolic networks available, this behaves 

like the power law 

 δ−kkC ~)( , (3) 

suggesting the existence of a hierarchy of nodes with different degrees of modularity (as 

measured by the clustering coefficient) overlapping in an iterative manner (Ravasz, 

2002). In Fig. 2, we show the degree distribution (Fig. 2a) and the clustering as function 

of k (Fig. 2b) for the bacterium Escherichia coli. They both clearly adhere to a power-law 

behavior, suggesting that biological networks are both scale-free and hierarchical. Panel 

2c is a three dimensional representation of a cleaned up version of the metabolic network 

(Ravasz, 2002), demonstrating that modules are not clearly separated. Furthermore, the 

likelihood that a node appears in the shortest paths between other nodes on the network, 

the so-called betweenness-centrality g (Freeman, 1977; Girvan, 2002), is also 

characterized by a power law distribution following β−ggP ~)(  for both biological and 

non-biological networks (Goh, 2002b), suggesting that a few nodes act as bridges or 

linkers between the different parts of the network . In summary, we have seen strong 

evidence that biological networks are both scale-free (Jeong, 2000; Jeong, 2001) and 

hierarchical (Ravasz, 2002). 
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Network models 

 

An important question now arises – we can characterize networks using the above 

mentioned quantities, but why is the power law behavior so pervasive? Several models 

building on very different principles are able to explain these observed features.  

 

Random network  models 

While graph theory initially focused on regular graphs, since the 1950's large networks 

with no apparent design principles were described as random graphs (Bollobas, 1985), 

proposed as the simplest and most straightforward realization of a complex network. 

According to the Erdos-Renyi (ER) model of random networks (Erdos, 1960), we start 

with N nodes and connect every pair of nodes with probability p, creating a graph with 

approximately pN(N-1)/2 randomly distributed edges (Fig. 3a,d). For this model the 

degrees follow a Poisson distribution (Fig. 4a), and as a consequence, the average degree 

k of the network describes the typical node.  Furthermore, for this “democratic” 

network model, the clustering is independent of the node degree k (Fig. 4d). As we have 

just seen in Fig. 2, the ER model does not capture the properties of biological networks. 

 

Scale-free network model 

In the network model of Barabási and Albert (BA), two crucial mechanisms, which both 

are absent from the classical random network model, are responsible for the emergence of 

a power-law degree distribution (Barabási, 1999). First, networks grow through the 

addition of new nodes linking to nodes already present in the system. Second, there is a 

higher probability to link to a node with a large number of connections in most real 

networks, a property called preferential attachment. These two principles are 

implemented as follows: starting from a small core graph consisting of m0 nodes, a new 

node with m links is added at each time step and connected to the already existing nodes 

(Fig. 3b,e). Each of the m new links are then preferentially attached to a node i (with ki 

neighbors) which is chosen according to the probability 
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j

jii kk / . (4) 

The simultaneous combination of these two network growth rules gives rise to the 

observed power-law degree distribution (Fig. 4b). In panel 3b, we illustrate the growth 

process of the scale-free model by displaying a network at time t (green links) and then at 

time )1( +t , when we have added a new node (red links) using the preferential attachment 

probability. Compared to random networks, the probability that a node is highly 

connected is statistically significant in scale-free networks. Consequently, many network 

properties are determined by a relatively small number of highly connected nodes, often 

called “hubs”. To make the effect of the hubs on the network structure visible, we have 

colored the five nodes with largest degrees red in Fig. 3d and 3e and their nearest 

neighbors green. While in the ER network only 27% of the nodes are reached by the five 

most connected ones, we reach more than 60% of the nodes in the scale-free network, 

demonstrating the key role played by the hubs. Another consequence of the hub’s 

dominance of the network topology is that scale-free networks are highly tolerant of 

random failures (perturbations) while being extremely sensitive to targeted attacks 

(Albert, 2000). Comparing the properties of the BA network model with those of the ER 

model, we note that the clustering of the BA network is larger, however )(kC is 

approximately constant (Fig. 4e), indicating the absence of a hierarchical structure.  

 

Hierarchical network model 

Many real networks are expected to be fundamentally modular, meaning that the network 

can be seamlessly partitioned into a collection of modules where each module performs 

an identifiable task, separable from the function(s) of other modules (Hartwell, 1999; 

Lauffenburger, 2000; Rao, 2001; Holter, 2001; Hasty, 2001; Shen-Orr, 2001). Therefore, 

we must reconcile the scale-free property with potential modularity. In order to account 

for the modularity as reflected in the power-law behavior of )(kC (Fig. 2b) and a 

simultaneous scale-free degree distribution (Fig. 2a), we have to assume that clusters 

combine in an iterative manner, generating a hierarchical network (Ravasz, 2002; 

Vázquez, 2002). Such a network emerges from a repeated duplication and integration 

process of clustered nodes (Ravasz, 2002), which in principle can be repeated 
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indefinitely. This process is depicted in panel 3c, where we start from a small cluster of 

four densely linked nodes (blue). We next generate three replicas of this hypothetical 

initial module (green) and connect the three external nodes of the replicated clusters to 

the central node of the old cluster, thus obtaining a large 16-node module. Subsequently, 

we again generate three replicas of this 16-node module (red), and connect the 16 

peripheral nodes to the central node of the old module, obtaining a new module of 64 

nodes. This hierarchical network model seamlessly integrates a scale-free topology with 

an inherent modular structure by generating a network that has a power law degree 

distribution (Fig. 4c) with degree exponent 26.23ln/4ln1 ≈+=γ  and a clustering 

coefficient C(k) which proves to be dependent on 1−k  (Fig. 4f). However, note that 

modularity does not imply clear-cut sub-networks linked in well-defined ways (Ravasz, 

2002; Holme, 2003). In fact, the boundaries of modules are often blurred (see Fig. 3f), 

bridged by highly connected nodes which interconnect modules. 

 

 

Power laws in network utilization 

 

Despite their successes, purely topologic approaches have important intrinsic limitations. 

For example, the activity of the various metabolic reactions or regulatory interactions 

differs widely, some being highly active under most growth conditions while others are 

switched on only for some rare environmental circumstances. Therefore, an ultimate 

description of cellular networks requires us to consider the intensity (i.e., strength), the 

direction (when applicable) and the temporal aspects of the interactions. While so far we 

know little about the temporal aspects of the various cellular interactions, recent results 

have shed light on how the strength of the interactions is organized in metabolic and 

genetic-regulatory networks (Almaas, 2004).  

 

In metabolic networks the flux of a given metabolic reaction, representing the amount of 

substrate being converted to a product within unit time, offers the best measure of 

interaction strength. Recent metabolic flux-balance approaches (FBA) (Edwards, 2000; 

Edwards, 2001; Ibarra, 2002; Edwards, 2002; Segre, 2002) that allow us to calculate the 
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flux for each reaction, have significantly improved our ability to generate quantitative 

predictions on the relative importance of the various reactions, leading to experimentally 

testable hypotheses. Starting from a stoichiometric matrix of the K12 MG1655 strain of 

E. coli, containing 537 metabolites and 739 reactions (Edwards, 2000; Edwards, 2001; 

Ibarra, 2002; Edwards, 2002), the steady state concentrations of all metabolites satisfy 

  0  ][ ==∑
j

jiji SA
dt
d ν , (5) 

where ijS  is the stoichiometric coefficient of metabolite iA  in reaction j and jν  is the flux 

of reaction j. We use the convention that if metabolite iA  is a substrate (product) in 

reaction j, 0<ijS  ( 0>ijS ), and we constrain all fluxes to be positive by dividing each 

reversible reaction into two “forward” reactions with positive fluxes. Any vector of 

positive fluxes { jν } which satisfies Eq. (5) corresponds to a state of the metabolic 

network, and hence, a potential state of operation of the cell.  

 

Assuming that cellular metabolism is in a steady state and optimized for the maximal 

growth rate (Edwards, 2001; Ibarra, 2002), FBA allows us to calculate the flux for each 

reaction using linear optimization, providing a measure of each reaction’s relative activity 

(Almaas, 2004). A striking feature of the flux distribution of E. coli is its overall 

inhomogeneity: reactions with fluxes spanning several orders of magnitude coexist under 

the same conditions (Fig. 4a). This is captured by the flux distribution for E. coli, which 

follows (the by now familiar) power law where the probability that a reaction has flux ν 

is given by αννν −+ )(~)( 0P . The flux exponent is predicted to be α = 1.5 by FBA 

methods (Almaas, 2004). In a recent experiment (Emmerling, 2002) the strength of the 

various fluxes of the central metabolism was measured, revealing (Almaas, 2004) the 

power-law flux dependence ανν −~)(P  with 1≅α  (Fig. 4b). This power law behavior 

indicates that the vast majority of reactions have quite small fluxes, while coexisting with 

a few reactions with extremely large flux values. 

 

The observed flux distribution is compatible with two quite different potential local flux 

structures (Almaas, 2004). A homogeneous local organization would imply that all 
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reactions producing (consuming) a given metabolite have comparable fluxes. On the 

other hand, a more delocalized “hot backbone” is expected if the local flux organization 

is heterogeneous, such that each metabolite has a dominant source (consuming) reaction. 

To distinguish between these two scenarios for each metabolite i produced (consumed) 

by k reactions, we define the measure (Barthelemy, 2003; Derrida, 1987) 

 ( )
2

1
1

ˆ

ˆ
, ∑

∑=
=














=

k

j
k

l il

ijikY
ν

ν
, (6) 

where ijν̂  is the mass carried by reaction j which produces (consumes) metabolite i. If all 

reactions producing (consuming) metabolite i have comparable ijν̂  values, ),( ikY  scales 

as k/1 . If, however, a single reaction’s activity dominates Eq. (6), we expect 1~),( ikY , 

i.e., ),( ikY  is independent of k. For the E. coli metabolism optimized for succinate and 

glutamate uptake (Fig. 5) we find that both the in and out degrees follow the power law 
27.0~),( −kikY , representing an intermediate behavior between the two extreme cases 

(Almaas, 2004). This indicates that the large-scale inhomogeneity observed in the overall 

flux distribution is increasingly valid at the level of the individual metabolites as well: the 

more reactions consume (produce) a given metabolite, the more likely it is that a single 

reaction carries the majority of the flux. This implies that the majority of the metabolic 

flux is carried along linear pathways – the metabolic high flux backbone (HFB) (Almaas, 

2004). 

 

A power law pattern is also observed when one investigates the strength of the various 

genetic regulatory interactions provided by microarray datasets. Assigning each pair of 

genes a correlation coefficient which captures the degree to which they are co-expressed, 

one finds that the distribution of these pair-wise correlation coefficients follows a power 

law (Kuznetsov, 2002; Farkas, 2003). That is, while the majority of gene pairs have only 

weak correlations, a few gene pairs display a significant correlation coefficient. These 

highly correlated pairs likely correspond to direct regulatory and protein interactions. 

This hypothesis is supported by the finding that the correlations are larger along the links 

of the protein interaction network and between proteins occurring in the same complex 
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than for pairs of proteins that are not known to interact directly (Dezso, 2003; Grigoriev, 

2001; Jansen, 2002; Ge, 2001). 

 

Taken together, these results indicate that the biochemical activity in both the metabolic 

and genetic networks is dominated by several ‘hot links’ that represent a few high activity 

interactions embedded into a web of less active interactions. This attribute does not seem 

to be a unique feature of biological systems: hot links appear in a wide range of non-

biological networks where the activity of the links follows a wide distribution (Goh, 

2002a; deMenezes, 2004). The origin of this seemingly universal property is, again, 

likely rooted in the network topology. Indeed, it seems that the metabolic fluxes and the 

weights of the links in some non-biological system (Goh, 2002a; deMenezes, 2004) are 

uniquely determined by the scale-free nature of the network. A more general principle 

that could explain the correlation distribution data as well is currently lacking 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Power laws are abundant in nature, affecting both the construction and the utilization of 

real networks. The power-law degree distribution has become the trademark of scale-free 

networks and can be explained by invoking the principles of network growth and 

preferential attachment. However, many biological networks are inherently modular, a 

fact which at first seems to be at odds with the properties of scale-free networks. 

However, these two concepts can co-exist in hierarchical scale-free networks. In the 

utilization of complex networks, most links represent disparate connection strengths or 

transportation thresholds. For the metabolic network of E. coli we can implement a flux-

balance approach and calculate the distribution of link weights (fluxes), which (reflecting 

the scale-free network topology) displays a robust power-law, independent of exocellular 

perturbations. Furthermore, this global inhomogeneity in the link strengths is also present 

at the local level, resulting in a connected “hot-spot” backbone of the metabolism. 

Similar features are also observed in the strength of various genetic regulatory 

interactions. Despite the significant advances witnessed the last few years, network 
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biology is still in its infancy, with future advances most notably expected from the 

development of theoretical tools, development of new interactive databases and increased 

insights into the interplay between biological function and topology. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

Figure 1. Characterizing degree distributions. For the power-law degree distribution (a), 

there exists no typical node, while for single peaked distributions (b), most nodes are well 

represented by the average (typical) node with degree k . 

 

Figure 2. Properties of the metabolic network of Escherichia coli. (a) The degree 

distribution displays a power law in both the in- and the out degrees (Jeong, 2000). (b) 

The clustering coefficient varies with k as a power law. The solid line corresponds to 1−k . 

(c) Three dimensional representation of the reduced metabolic network (Ravasz, 2002). 

 

Figure 3. Graphical representation of three network models: (a) and (d) The ER 

(random) model, (b) and (e) the BA (scale-free) model and (c) and (f) the hierarchical 

model. The random network model is constructed by starting from N nodes before the 

possible node-pairs are connected with probability p. Panel (a) shows a particular 

realization of the ER model with 10 nodes and connection probability 2.0=p . In panel 

(b) we show the scale-free model at time t (green links) and at time )1( +t when we have 

added a new node (red links) using the preferential attachment probability (see Eq. (4)). 

Panel (c) demonstrates the iterative construction of a hierarchical network, starting from a 

fully connected cluster of four nodes (blue). This cluster is then copied three times 

(green) while connecting the peripheral nodes of the replicas to the central node of the 

starting cluster. By once more repeating this replication and connection process (red 

nodes), we end up with a 64-node scale-free hierarchical network. In panel (d) we display 

a larger version of the random network, and it is evident that most nodes have 

approximately the same number of links. For the scale-free model, (e) the network is 

clearly inhomogeneous: while the majority of nodes has one or two links, a few nodes 

have a large number of links. We emphasize this by coloring the five nodes with the 

highest number of links red and their first neighbors green. While in the random network 

only 27% of the nodes are reached by the five most connected nodes, we reach more than 

60% of the nodes in the scale-free network, demonstrating the key role played by the 

hubs. Note that the networks in (d) and (e) consist of the same number of nodes and 
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links. Panel (f) demonstrates that the standard clustering algorithms are not that 

successful in uncovering the modular structure of a scale-free hierarchical network. 

 

Figure 4.  Properties of the three network models. (a) The ER model sports a Poisson 

degree distribution P(k) (the probability that a randomly selected node has exactly k 

links) which is strongly peaked at the average degree k  and decays exponentially for 

large k. The degree distributions for the scale-free (b) and the hierarchical (c) network 

models do not have a peak, they instead decay according to the power-law γ−kkP ~)( . 

The average clustering coefficient for nodes with exactly k neighbors, C(k), is 

independent of k for both the ER (d) and the scale-free (e) network model. (f) In contrast, 
1~)( −kkC  for the hierarchical network model (cf. Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 5. Flux distribution for the metabolism of E. coli. (a) Flux distribution for 

optimized biomass production on succinate (black) and glutamate (red) rich uptake 

substrates. The solid line corresponds to the power law fit αννν −+ )(~)( 0P  with 

0003.00 =ν  and 5.1=α . (b) The distribution of experimentally determined fluxes (see 

Emmerling (2002)) from the central metabolism of E. coli also displays power-law 

behavior with a best fit to ανν −~)(P with 1=α . 

 

Figure 6. Characterizing the local inhomogeneity of the metabolic flux distribution.  The 

measured kY(k) (see Eq. (6)) shown as function of k for incoming and outgoing reactions 

for fluxes calculated on both succinate and glutamate rich substrates, averaged over all 

metabolites, indicating 27.0~)( −kkY , as the straight line in the figure has slope 73.0=γ . 

Inset: The non-zero mass flows ijν̂  producing (consuming) flavin adenine dinucleotide 

(FAD) on a glutamate rich substrate. 
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